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CRANSTON-EAGLE BATCH RECERTIFICATION PROGRAM IS UNDER WAY 
 
 

As the exclusive authorized US agents for Cranston-Eagle marine off-

load hooks, Delta "T" Systems, along with its sister company Delta "P" 

Subsea Systems, has initiated a new batch recertification program. The 

testing applies to the popular 2 MT-rated 200-APR-206-CBH model and will 

eventually include the 3.5 MT-rated version. 

The program was launched as a response to industry demand and to 

fulfill a request from the Washington State Department of Transportation, 

Ferries Division. The process involves in-line load testing four hooks 

simultaneously in a single pull. 

Working in batches substantially reduces the time that it takes to 

complete the process individually for each hook and consequently reduces 

the overall cost. It 's ideal for fleets with large numbers of Cranston-Eagles 

needing class society witnessed five-year recertification. 

"The highest cost of performing the five-year testing and 

recertification for these hooks is the surveyor's fee," said Michael Gabriel, 

VP of Delta "P" Subsea Systems. "By utilizing the batch testing method and 

running four hooks through the load test at one time, we effectively spread 

out the expense. We then pass this cost savings along to the customer." 

Delta "T" Systems offers new product sales, upgrades and 

replacement parts for Cranston-Eagle davit, crane fall, boat roof and open 
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boat mounted off-load hooks. Pull-cable quick release type APR series 

Cranston-Eagle hooks are SOLAS certified and USCG approved. Built of 

100% stainless steel, they are used by the US Coast Guard, US and 

Canadian Navies, and numerous commercial marine companies. 

 Contact Delta "T" Systems, 858 W 13th Ct., Riviera Beach, FL 33404. 

561-204-1500; Fax: 561-848-1611. info@deltatsystems.com; 

www.deltatsystems.com. 

 

 


